
What’s the news?

Who is Onit?01

02 Why is Onit acquiring SecureDocs?

SecureDocs, the parent company of ReadySign, 
has been acquired by Onit!

Onit is a leading legal technology company, headquartered in Houston, TX.

By acquiring SecureDocs and its suite of products — including 
SecureDocs Virtual Data Room, ContractWorks Contract 
Management Software, and ReadySign Electronic Signature 
Software — Onit strengthens its position as a modern-day leading 
CLM provider.

As of December 20, 2021, SecureDocs has been acquired by Onit and is integrating with 

SimpleLegal, a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Onit Company. 

 

For more details, please see these additional resources:

• ReadySign Blog Post

• Official Press Release

• Founded in 2011, Onit is a global leader of enterprise workflow solutions 

including contract lifecycle management and enterprise legal management.

• SimpleLegal was founded in 2013 and is a leading provider of spend, matter, 

and vendor management software. Onit acquired SimpleLegal in 2019.

• The move also expands Onit’s market reach and diversifies its product 

portfolio to include solutions for enterprises and mid-sized companies.
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03 Why is SecureDocs integrating with SimpleLegal?

SecureDocs and SimpleLegal have a lot in common, starting with 
an unwavering commitment to our customers.

FAQ

https://www.readysign.com/blog/readysign-joins-the-onit-family
https://www.onit.com/news/onit-acquires-securedocs-broadening-its-contract-lifecycle-management-portfolio-and-market-reach


What does this mean for SecureDocs?

What does it mean for ReadySign customers?

How can I find out more about Onit and SimpleLegal?
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We are incredibly excited about this significant step in our company 
history and are looking forward to this next chapter.

Your experience as a ReadySign customer will not change. 

For more information about Onit and SimpleLegal, please visit their 
websites:

• Through this unique opportunity to move forward with our existing team as 

part of the Onit family, we will continue to create simple, intuitive software and 

provide industry-leading support and service to current and future customers.

• As part of the Onit family of products, we’ll be able to offer additional 

resources and solutions to our customers that help improve efficiency and 

free up time to focus on high-value work.

• As far as using your ReadySign account and working with our 24/7 support 

team, it’s business as usual.

• Like SecureDocs, SimpleLegal creates simple, intuitive software to support 

legal professionals. 

• By working together, we will be able to provide even greater value to our 

customers thanks to a complementary offering of products and services. 

• With the addition of SecureDocs, companies of all sizes will now have a more 

comprehensive range of solutions when looking to modernize and streamline 

business processes.
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